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ABSTRACT

Object motion during camera exposure leads to 
noticeable blurring artifacts
Proper elimination of this blur is challenging

The blur kernel 
Is unknown
Varies over the image (object velocity)
Destroys high frequencies

Through the analysis of motion blur
As space-time integration
We show that a parabolic integration leads to motion 
blur                                                                                                    
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ABSTRACT

A single deconvolution kernel can be used 
To remove blur
To create sharp images of scenes

Without requiring any segmentation
Without knowledge of the object speeds

The derived parabolic motion preserves image 
frequency content nearly optimally
While static objects are degraded relative to their 
image from a static camera,

A reliable reconstruction of all moving objects within 
a given velocities range is made possible
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1 INTRODUCTION

Motion blur limits the quality of photo
(the camera shake / the movement of objects)

Image stabilization [Canon 2003]
Shifting the sensor or lens element during the exposure 
to compensate for motion of the camera
Slower shutter speeds Reducing image degradation
Only addresses camera motion (not moving objects)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Removing the blur after the shot was taken using 
deconvolution

Challenge
1. the typical motion-blur kernel is a line segment in
the direction of motion, which corresponds to a box 
filter

The kernel reduces high spatial frequencies
Deconvolution becomes ill-conditioned as the kernel size 
increases
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1 INTRODUCTION

Removing the blur after the shot was taken using 
deconvolution

Challenge
2. The length and direction of the blur kernel

Depend on object motion 
Are unknown and must be estimated

3. Motion blur varies over the image
Since different objects/regions can have different motions
Segmentation must be used to separate image regions with 
different motions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Relying on multiple input images
[Bascle et al. 1996; Rav-Acha and Peleg 2005; Shi and 
Zheng 2005; Bar et al. 2007; Ben-Ezra and Nayar 
2004; Yuan et al. 2007]

Removing blur from a single input image using 
natural image statistics

[Fergus et al. 2006; Levin 2006]
A fluttered shutter modifies the line segment 
kernel to achieve a more broad-band frequency 
response. 

Still requires the precise knowledge of motion 
segmentation boundaries and object velocities
[Raskar et al. 2006]
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1 INTRODUCTION

We show that if the motion is restricted to a 1D 
set of velocities, we can deal with 3 challenges

Using camera hardware similar to that used 
for image stabilization , we can make the point-
spread function(PSF) invariant to motion and 
easy to invert

We introduce a specific camera movement during 
exposure
This movement is designed so that the compound 
motion of the camera and object at any depth results 
in nearly the same easy-to-invert PSF
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the entire scene is blurred with a nearly 
identical PSF,

The blur can be removed via deconvolution, without
segmenting moving objects and without estimating 
their velocities.

Depth of field is improved by modifying a lens to 
make the defocus blur invariant to depth and 
easy to invert. Their work deals with wave optics 
and depth of field. 

[Cathey and Dowski 1995]
We consider geometric ray optics and remove 1D 
motion blur
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1 INTRODUCTION

By analyzing motion blur as integration, we 
prove that the only integration curve (resulting 
in a motion-invariant PSF) is a parabola
First go fast in one direction, progressively slow 
down until it stops, then pick up the speed in the 
other direction
There is always one moment during exposure 
when the camera is perfectly tracking the object.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In addition to its invariance to object speed, our 
PSF preserves more high frequencies for moving 
objects than a normal exposure
This comes at the cost of slightly degraded
performance for static objects
There is a fixed bandwidth budget for imaging 
objects at different velocities
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1 INTRODUCTION

3 options for implementing camera movement
1. translation of the full camera

We will use this
2. rotation of the camera

We will use this since the field-of-view is not too wide
3. translation of the sensor or lens element –best
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HOW A BLURRED IMAGE IS MADE

Blurred image 
I

Sharp image L Camera noise nBlur kernel  f
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HOW TO OVERCOME MOTION BLUR

We can reduce shutter speed
But this also reduces the amount of light and the 
signal to noise ratio

How is it hard?
1. Know the blur kernel

(=motion velocity)
2. Segment the image

Requires multiple inputs, additional hardware
3. Info loss (reduces signal to noise ratio)
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SO?
To reduce motion blur, we will increase it

To move the camera as picture is taken
We can remove the blur with a single deconvolution 
w/o any motion estimation and segmentation, since 
kernel is identically known
Our motion preserves high frequency info and makes 
the blur easy to invert

Two disclaimers
We assume the motion is 1D (horizontal)
Our camera improves quality for moving objects, but 
degrades static parts
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Controlling motion blur
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Let’s move the camera!

Controlling motion blur
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Controlling motion blur
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Controlling motion blur
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Controlling motion blur
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Controlling motion blur

Motion invariant blur
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Parabolic sweep

Sensor position x(t)=a t2

• Start by moving very fast to the right

• Continuously slow down until stop

• Continuously accelerate to the left

Intuition: 
For any velocity, there is one instant 
where we track perfectly.

Sensor position x
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Motion invariant blur
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Motion invariant blur
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Motion invariant blur
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The space time volume
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The space time volume

xt-slice

x

Static objects- vertical lines

Moving objects slanted lines, slope ~ motion 
velocity

t
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Camera integration

t

x
captured image 

(1D)

Static objects- sharp

Moving objects- blurred

Pixel integration curves
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Shearing

x
Static object coordinates 

x’
Moving object coordinates

t t

Coordinate
change

Shearing: ),( tstx −→),( tx
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Shearing

t

x x

Shearing: ),( tstx −→),( tx

Static object coordinates Moving object coordinates

tDisplacement:
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

t
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

t
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

t
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

t
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

t
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x

Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

x

Static object coordinates Moving object coordinates

Shearing: ),( tstx −→),( tx

Sheared parabola     Shifted parabola

t t
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Solution: parabolic curve - shear invariant

For any velocity (slope),

• There is one time instant where curve is tangent

corresponds to moment when object is tracked.

• The parabola has a linear derivative
spends equal time tracking each velocity.

x

t
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2 MOTION INVARIANT INTEGRATION

We characterize motion blur as an integration in 
space-time
We show that the effect of object motion can be 
characterized by a shear
We show that a camera parabolic movement is 
invariant to shear in space-time and permits the 
removal of motion blur
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2 MOTION INVARIANT INTEGRATION
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2 MOTION INVARIANT INTEGRATION

Dirac delta function
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2 MOTION INVARIANT INTEGRATION

Space-time analysis of motion

Camera motion and integration
We only translate the sensor, so the integration curves are 
spatially shift invariant

The Point Spread Function
Parabolas yield motion-invariant PSFs

Shear invariant curves

, 
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2 MOTION INVARIANT INTEGRATION
-SIMULATION
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.1 UNIQUENESS

Parabola integration curve leads to a shear 
invariant PSF
The parabola is the only shear invariant curve
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Top : integration curve traces in space time
Bottom : corresponding log spectrums
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

The parabola is the only shear invariant curve, so 
parabolic displacement is the only camera 
movement yielding a PSF invariant to motion
In the case of 1D motions, this curve approaches 
optimality even if we drop the motion-invariant 
requirement
That is, we perfectly segment the image into 
different motions and accurately know the PSF of 
each segment.
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

For good image restoration, we want the PSFs 
corresponding to different velocities or slopes to 
be as easy to invert as possible
Low Fourier coefficients must be avoided
For a given range of velocities, the ability to 
maximize the Fourier spectrum is bounded and 
that our parabolic integration approaches the 
optimal spectrum bound
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

At a high level, our proof is a bandwidth budget 
argument
For a given spatial frequency wx, we have a fixed 
budget which must be shared by all motion slopes

A static camera spends most of this budget on 
static objects, so does poorly for other speeds

Our approach attempts to distribute this budget 
uniformly across the range of velocities and 
makes sure that no coefficient is low
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Space time integration in the frequency domain
Static : wt=0 (green)
In the frequency domain, a slope corresponds to a 
line orthogonal to the primal slope
Areas of the Fourier domain outside it correspond to 
fast motion, and can be sacrificed
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Space time integration in the frequency domain
Consider a light integration curve f and its 2D trace 
k(x,t)

We reduced the problem to designing an integration 
curve whose spectrum has the highest possible 
Fourier coefficients in the double-wedge defined by a 
desired velocity range
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Slicing
For each vertical slice of the Fourier doubled wedge, 
we have a fixed bandwidth budget because of 
conservation of energy in the spatial domain
The sum of the squared Fourier coefficients for a 
given spatial frequency wx is bounded from above
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Slicing
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.2 UPPER BOUND

Conservation of energy
We related slices in the Fourier domain to space-only 
integrals of light integration curve in space-time

Parseval’s theorem
The sum(integral) of the square of a function is equal to the 
sum(integral) of the square of its transform
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.3 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT CAMERAS

Static
The light integration curve is vertical
Perfect for the wt=0

Flutter-shutter
Adds a broad-band amplitude pattern to a static 
camera
Integration kernel k is a vertical 1D function
The amount of recorded light is halved
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.3 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT CAMERAS

Parabolic
Distributes the bandwidth budget equally for each wx
slice.
Approaches the upper bound

Why this camera can better adapt to the wedged 
shape?

its kernel is not purely vertical  
(The sensor is moving)
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
3.3 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENT CAMERAS

In the special case of 1D motions, if you seek the 
ability to reconstruct a give range of image-space 
velocities, with minimal degradation to the 
reconstructed image for any velocity, the 
parabolic light integration curve is near optimal

A fluttered shutter can handle all motion 
directions, albeit at the cost of motion 
identification and image segmentation.
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3 UNIQUENESS AND OPTIMALITY
SIMULATION

Tradeoffs
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4 EXPERIMENTS

Camera stabilization hardware should be capable 
of moving a detector with the desired constant 
acceleration(parabolic displacement)

Hardware rotates the camera to evaluate the 
potential of motion-invariant photo
Camera(on a platform) rotates about a vertical axis 
through the camera’s optical center
Cam controls the rotation angle
Rotating cam moves a lever 
to generate the desired acceleration
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4 EXPERIMENTS

The cam rotates at a constant velocity, pushing 
the lever arm to rotate the camera with 
approximately constant angular acceleration, 
yielding horizontal motion with the desired 
parabolic integration path in space-time

For a fixed cam size, we can increase the 
magnitude of the parabola by moving the cam
closer to the camera
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS

All deconvolution results were achieved with the 
sparse deconvolution algorithm of [Levin et al. 
2007]
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS

a : static input

b : box filter

c : segmentation [Levin]

d : deblurred by [Levin]

e : Our result : parabolic integ.
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS

PSF tail clipping
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS

limits
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4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 RESULTS

Some possible artifacts
Because a sheared parabola is shifted, there is a 
spatial shift of objects at the deconvolved image as a 
function of the object velocity

no artifact
Since the integration time is finite, there are tail 
clipping effects and the tails of the integration kernel 
is not perfectly identical for all velocities 

the effect is minor
The convolution model brakes at motion boundaries

we cannot notice that this leads to real artifacts
The Object motion is 1D (horizontal)
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5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Handles motion blur along a 1D direction
The camera translates within its exposure 
following a parabolic displacement rule
The blur resulting from the special camera 
motion is invariant to object depth and velocity
Blur can be removed by deconvolving the entire 
image with an identical, known PSF

No need to segment layers and estimate each PSF
The parabolic path approaches the optimal PSF 
whose inversion is stable at all velocities
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5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A static camera, the flutter shutter camera, and 
a parabolic motion camera each offer different 
performance tradeoffs

Static – optimal for static objects / suffers to 
reconstruct spatial details of moving objects.
Flutter Shutter – provides good spatial frequency 
bandwidth for recording moving objects and can 
handle 2D motion / needs to identify the image 
velocities and segment regions of uniform motion
Parabolic (motion-invariant) – requires no motion 
estimation or object segmentation, provides nearly 
optimal reconstruction / but degrades static objects


